We study theoretically a condensate of microcavity polaritons, driven resonantly in the optical parametric oscillator regime. Using a driven-dissipative generalized Gross-Pitaevskii equation, we model a finite system populated by a novel and experimentally viable pump with circular symmetry and radial currents. The resulting nonequilibrium superfluid is unstable to spontaneous symmetrybreaking and undergoes the formation of vortex arrays, which arise in the absence of any external field, potential, or rotation. The vortex arrays have nonzero net angular momentum and can rotate in one of two degenerate but chirally distinct states. This new phenomenon exists in a regime readily accessible to experiments, and we discuss possible experimental signatures of such an array.
Macroscopically coherent quantum fluids exhibit excitations in the form of quantized vortices-topological defects in the order parameter describing the condensed phase. The ubiquity of quantized vortices has become increasingly apparent since their prediction in superfluids some decades ago [1] , and they are now known to play a key role in the physics of equilibrium systems such as ultracold atomic gases, liquid helium, and type-II superconductors [2] . More recently, condensation of bosonic quasiparticles, such as microcavity polaritons [3] , has been observed. Polaritons are coherent superpositions of coupled quantum well excitons and semiconductor microcavity photons. They have a finite lifetime, so their condensation is intrinsically nonequilibrium: continuous repopulation from an external source is necessary to balance photonic losses from the cavity. In the optical parametric oscillator (OPO) regime [4, 5] , polaritons are resonantly injected into a pump state by a coherent laser field, before undergoing parametric scattering to signal and idler states. The sum of the phases of the signal and idler is locked by the pump, but their relative phase is otherwise free, and any explicit choice by the system breaks U (1) gauge symmetry. In this sense, though outof-equilibrium, the OPO state can be thought of as a quantum condensate in the same way as an equilibrium Bose-Einstein condensate-both are characterized by the appearance of a Goldstone mode [6] . Recently, polariton condensates in the OPO regime have been shown to have nonequilibrium superfluid properties [7, 8] , and exhibit complex and varied behavior such as spontaneous quantized vortices and persistent currents [9] [10] [11] .
Vortex lattices have long been observed in rotating Bose gases [12] . Recently, similar lattices have been predicted to arise [13] in a model of a incoherently-pumped, decaying polariton condensate confined in a harmonic trapping potential, without any rotation of the trap, so that their formation spontaneously breaks rotational symmetry. However, such lattices, with all vortices of the same vorticity and nonzero net angular momentum, have not been observed in nonequilibrium systems to date; the only observations so far have been states of vortexantivortex pairs pinned by an external potential or the driving field [14, 15] . Experimental observation is hindered by the difficulty of engineering good quality harmonic trapping potentials which are essential for the lattice formation [16] . Also, incoherently-pumped polariton condensates are challenging to model, due to the complicated processes of pumping and thermalization, where phonons and the excitonic reservoir play important roles. The simplified model used in Ref. [13] contains constant decay and pump rates; it was further shown that vortex lattices should be robust to simple relaxation effects, i.e., frequency dependent rates [17] . However, the full influence of the reservoir and thermalization is not well understood. The OPO regime does not involve such processes, so can be easily modelled.
In this Letter we show that spontaneous vortex arrays can appear in parametrically driven polariton condensates, and this without the need for a trapping potential. Vortex arrays had not yet been predicted in finite OPO systems, in part since traditional pumping schemes that inject polaritons at a single wave vector k p lead to strong currents in the chosen direction [10, 18] , inhibiting order. We propose and characterize a circularly symmetric polariton OPO superfluid driven with a novel and experimentally viable pump. We find that in many cases the system is unstable to spontaneous symmetrybreaking and the formation of vortex arrays. The arrays have nonzero net angular momentum and rotate in either direction, in one of two degenerate but chirally distinct states. The presence of the vortex array leads to 'side bands' in the photoluminescence spectrum of the system [16], which constitutes an accessible experimental signature of such an array, in addition to possible direct imaging with time-resolved techniques. Spontaneous vortex arrays in resonantly driven polariton condensates exist as a new example of the rich phenomena associated with spontaneous pattern formation in out-of-equilibrium systems [19] . Due to their behaviour mimicking that expected in an artificial gauge field, and two-state nature which can be controlled, they have the potential to find applications in areas ranging from polaritonic devices [20, 21] to cold atoms [22] .
Polaritons in a semiconductor microcavity are known to be well described by a generalized Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equation [23] for coupled exciton (X) and cavity photon (C) fields ψ X,C (r, t) that decay with rates κ X,C respectively, and mix with strength Ω R /2, where Ω R is the Rabi splitting between the upper (UP) and lower (LP) branches of the polariton dispersion at zero detuning. The excitonic dispersion ω X is taken to be the constant ω 0 X , and the photonic dispersion is given
, where m C is the cavity photon mass. The generalized GP equation is then (we set = 1 throughout):
where g X is the strength of the exciton-exciton interaction and F p (r, t) is the pump field. The traditional OPO regime is driven by a coherent continuous wave pump,
, with k p fixed in one particular direction (e.g. the x-direction), and a smoothed tophat spatial profile F p (r) of strength f p and full width at half-maximum (FWHM) σ p . The fields ψ X,C and pump strength f p can be rescaled by Ω R /(2g X ) so that the exciton interaction strength g X is unity. In the present simulations we use m C = 2 × 10 −5 m e , Ω R = 4.4 meV (both typical of GaAs-based microcavities), and zero detuning. Equation (1) is solved numerically via a fifthorder adaptive-step Runge-Kutta algorithm for a system of size 120 × 120 µm
points in space. The pump is chosen to have wave vector |k p | = 1.6 µm −1 and energy ω p = −0.44 meV, in resonance with the point of inflection of the LP dispersion branch after blueshifting [24] of the polariton dispersion spectrum.
We build upon previous work in polariton OPO condensates [18] by using F p (r, t) = F p (r) e i(kpr−ωpt) , and a smoothed top-hat spatial profile F p (r). This pumping configuration corresponds to a circularly symmetric profile, with constant radial currents given by |k p |r. The absolute value of the Fourier transform (zeroth order Hankel transform) of the pump field in two-dimensional momentum space |F p (k)| can be seen in Fig. 1 (a) ; it is a ring of radius |k p |. The profile of the ring is shown in detail in a cut along k y = 0 in Fig. 1 (b) , along with the real and imaginary parts. This pumping scheme could be realized in experiments with the aid of an axicon lens, or engineered using the phase of the laser pump, and a spatial light modulator. It leads to the generation of an OPO state that is circularly symmetric both in real and in momentum space. However, in order to investigate the dynamical stability of the symmetric system, symmetry must be broken explicitly by a small perturbation once it has reached a steady state. We use a weak probe field in resonance with the signal mode, but any other weak symmetry-breaking perturbation would work equally well. Experimentally, any small in-plane varia-tion of the cavity field would break the symmetry. In what follows we only consider the photonic component of the polariton field since it is the quantity measured in experiments.
The full photoluminesence spectrum of the symmetric system with pump spot size σ p = 35 µm can be seen in Fig. 2 (a) (along k y = 0) . The generation of OPO is evidenced by the presence of signal and idler states to which polaritons injected at the pump state parametrically scatter, the signal lying at low momentum and energy, and the idler at high momentum and energy [25] . The total photonic emission in momentum space |ψ C (k)| of the same system can be seen in Fig. 2 (b) , as a cut along k y = 0. Again, the macroscopic populations of the pump (at |k p | = 1.6 µm −1 ), signal (at |k s | ∼ 0) and idler (at |k i | ∼ 2|k p |) states are visible. We are interested in the behaviour of the signal mode population, which we obtain by filtering in energy or momentum, as is done in experiments. The idler has a conjugate behaviour to the signal (i.e., if vortices appear in the signal, antivortices will appear in the idler). The dashed lines in Fig. 2 (b) represent the window of ±0.7 µm −1 around zero momentum we use to filter out the the signal mode and obtain the signal field in real space |ψ The OPO process occurs ('switches on') for certain ranges of detunings and pump momenta [24] , only above some threshold pump strength f th p . We find the signal mode population to appear at f p ≡ f th p and increase above threshold up to some maximum value, before beginning to disappear ('switching off') at around f p = 1.6f th p . The maximum total signal intensity occurs for a pump strength of around f p = 1.5f th p . However, the shape of the signal in real space generally becomes more complicated and less uniform on increasing f p too far above threshold, and after symmetry breaking, the time-evolution is not stable. The regime slightly above threshold is where interesting behavior has been observed in previous work [10] , and it is also the regime in which we observe steady-state vortex array solutions. We observe vortex arrays for 1.1 ≤ f p /f , determined by the interplay of pumping and decay. The dominant (radial) signal currents at nonzero k = 0.25 µm −1 have been subtracted to reveal the more complex underlying steady-state current structure which moves particles from gain-to loss-dominated regions. There are discontinuities in the current direction in the condensate, at the borders of higher-and lower-density regions.
Once the system has evolved to a steady-state regime with balanced pumping and decay, we examine dynam- In the symmetric cases, the dominant signal current at small nonzero momentum has been subtracted to reveal the more complex underlying currents.
ical stability by explicitly breaking symmetry with a small perturbation. For this we add a Gaussian probe F p (r, t) → F p (r, t) + F pb (r, t), resonant with the signal mode but of much smaller dimensions (σ pb ∼ 3 µm), 10 −3 times weaker than the pump, and positioned so as not to impose a preferred direction of symmetry-breaking. The strength of the symmetry-breaking perturbation influences the transitory regime but has largely no bearing on the final solution. The presence of radial steady-state currents in the symmetric system means that it is dynamically unstable to spontaneous symmetry-breaking, following which, vortices enter the condensate and can stabilize there in an ordered array. The array can be formed of either vortices or antivortices and rotates anticlockwise or clockwise (respectively), though neither sense is preferred. As such, the system spontaneous breaks circular symmetry in making a choice for the direction of rotation. The vortex array solutions are stable for extremely long times (as long as we can simulate for, ∼ 15 ns). It remains possible to control the direction of symmetrybreaking if desired, by using a probe that imparts some momentum in one of the two possible rotation directions. An example of a steady-state vortex array can be seen in Fig. 3 (b) , with the supercurrents j(r) superimposed. The system is the same as that in Fig. 3 (a) . The condensate contains 8 antivortices and rotates clockwise as a rigid body with angular frequency Ω = 9.91 GHz. In the presence of the vortex array, taking into account the currents in the whole signal state, there are no longer discontinuous changes in the current direction throughout the condensate as in the symmetric case (see Fig. 3 , (a); (c)), and the vortex array dominates the currents in the system. This 8-vortex array solution is robust to varying σ p and f p by up to around ±5 %. When increasing (decreasing) σ p by more than this, arrays with greater (fewer) numbers of vortices can be generated, such as the 13-vortex array in Fig. 3 (d) , using a 30 % larger pump spot size (the same system as in Fig. 3 (c) ). This is because vortex separation, being loosely set by the healing length, is approximately constant, so that a larger condensate can support more vortices. Outside the window of f p values, however, the symmetry-broken system is unstable: vortices drift in and out of the condensate without ordering on the longest timescales we can simulate for. This is similar to observations in previous simulations [10] . In some cases, however, if the pump is strong enough (f p 1.5 over a range of σ p values), and the signal population comparatively uniform, then the system can be stable to symmetry-breaking; this corresponds to when the condensate is at its most dense.
Due to rotation of the condensate, the presence of vortex arrays has been predicted [16] to give rise to 'side bands' in the photoluminescence spectrum, shifted in energy away from the condensate mode by ∆E = nΩ, where n is the number of vortices in the array. The photoluminescence spectrum near the signal (along k y = 0) of the system corresponding to Fig. 3 (a) is shown in Fig. 4  (a) . The signal population can be seen around k = 0, ω − ω X = −1.67 meV. The spectrum of the same system in the presence of an 8-vortex array (Fig. 2 (b) ) is shown in Fig. 4 (b) . Two side bands lying above the signal state can be clearly seen. The energy shift ∆E of the side bands relative to the signal state is found to be 0.051 ± 0.002 meV, in very good agreement with the theoretical value of 8Ω = 0.052 meV. We find similarly good agreement in the case of arrays with different numbers of vortices. For example, for a 12-vortex array solution, we find a frequency of rotation of Ω = 8.10 GHz, giving a theoretical energy shift of 12Ω = 0.064 meV, and we observe the side bands to be shifted by 0.064 ± 0.002 meV away from the signal state. Based on our simulations, we believe that the vortex array could be directly imaged, and its rotation measured, using state-of-the-art time-resolved techniques. For example, for a 8-vortex array with σ p = 35 µm we predict a period of rotation of 634 ps, whilst for a 12-vortex array with σ p = 43.5 µm we predict 776 ps, which should be large enough to allow direct imaging. However, for experiments which rely upon time-integrated measurements of photonic emission, direct observation of rotating vortex arrays may be more difficult. The presence of side bands in the photoluminescence spectrum provides an alternative experimental signature of such an array. Another possible method of directly imaging a rotating vortex array in experiments using time-integrated measurements is via the defocused homodyne imaging scheme discussed in Ref. [17] , which exploits the presence of the side bands in the spectrum.
To conclude, we have proposed and characterized a novel circularly-symmetric nonequilibrium polariton OPO superfluid. We find that the symmetric state can be dynamically unstable to spontaneous symmetry-breaking and the formation of vortex arrays. The arrays have nonzero net angular momentum and can rotate in either direction. Since the two possible rotation states are chirally distinct, and can be controlled, the system has the potential to find applications in polaritonic devices as a controllable two-state system i.e. bit of memory. Side bands in the photoluminescence spectrum of the system constitute an experimental signature of such an array in addition to direct imaging with time-resolved techniques. States with single spontaneous vortices in OPO superfluids have been shown to be robust to noise [10] ; moreover, our vortex arrays arise in the absence of an external trapping potential, avoiding this complication altogether. This, in addition to the fact that we use parameters similar to those in current microcavity experiments, means that we expect the realization and identification of spontaneous rotating vortex arrays in parametrically driven polariton condensates to be within experimental reach.
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